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Twenty. fwo Run for Class Offices
Upperclassmen Elections Held Today
Twenty-two upperclassmen vied
for class offices today in the
upperclass elections. First election were held today. Necessary
run-off elections will be held
Thursday.
Dale Work and Jim Bridges
paired off in the race for senior
class president. Work is a math
and chemistry major from
Trenton, Mich. He is a member
of Alpha Chi and Beta Phi men's
social club. Bridges, a history
major, is from Fritch, Tex. The
York College transfer is a
member of Chi Sigma Alpha
social club.
Vice-president
Four were trying for senior
vice - president. Earl Martin,
from Bixby, Okla. is an English
major who transfered from York
College. He is a member of
Chi Sigma Alpha. The second
candidate was Mary Alice
Smith, an elementary education
major from Richardson, Tex.
She graduated from Harding
Academy and is a member of
WHC social club.
Also trying for vice-president
was Marvin Robertson, a business-administration major from

Little Rock. He is a member of
Sub T-16 social club and is on
the intercollegiate swimming
team. The fourth candidate was
Richard Runions, an English major who transferred from FreedHardeman and is a member of
TNT social club. Runions is from
Waverly, Tex.
Marlene Hall, Regina member
from Alma, Ark. was unopposed for secretary of the senior
class.
Randy Bostic and Alvin Hicks
were the only two candidates for
president of the junior class.
Bostic is a Bible major from
North Judson, Ind. The Galaxy
member transferred from Northwest Junior College. Hicks, also
a member of Galaxy social club,
is an elementary education major from Spring Hill, Tenn.
Gary Coates, Johnny Freeman and Cynthia Hawkins were
candidates for vice-president of
the junior class. Coates is a
Kappa Sigma Kappa elementary
education major from Ellisville,
Mo. Freeman, a member of
Frater Sodalis, is a business
major from Memphis, Tenn.
(Continued on page 3)

New Mission

..
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With the goal of better training for prospective missionaries
and Bible students, Harding has
recently adopted a new Mission
Study plan proposed by the Student Association.
The plan, worked out by Mike
O'Neal, SA president, and
Gailyn Van Rheenen, SA vicepresident, will draw students
from the old mission clubs and
others who see a need for church
evangelism, into a purposeful
organization known as ACT (All
Christians Together.) ACT has
been designed to fulfill an expanding need to create zealous
interest in the contemporary
Christian mission.
ACT developed from the Mission Emphasis group, which began last year when several Harding students led a drive to
learn more about modern evangelism. ACT will have a coorganization, called M i s s i o n
Study, composed of students
from the old mission clubs and
those who want to understand
the problems and needs of various world areas. Mission Study,
says the new constitution, is an
outgrowth of ACT. ACT will provide the motiv~,ttion to evangelize, using speakers, films, and
devotionals, while Mission Study
offers more specific training.
Need Apparent
Need for a new, well-planned
program became apparent this
year. Four of the older areastudy groups had no presidents,
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Boston's Dumm

Final Enrollment
After all had registered for the
fall term and the dust had
cleared from the IBM machines,
registrar Virgil Beckett found
that 1920 students had enrolled
in Harding for this term.
This is the largest number
ever to register for a single
semester. Last year 1734 regitered for the fall term. 1640
registered for the spring term
last year.

be chosen by the Bible department faculty, the other elected
by the Mission Study group.
Mission Study will meet the
first three Thursdays of each
month, and ACT will meet at
the same time in the fourth
week.
According to the constitution,
the new organization offers a
challenging opportunity to "make
the co-curricular evangelistic
training program at Harding
College realistic and effective."

KHCA Changes Year's Format
With another year just underway, Harding's campus radio
station KHCA has already begun
broadcasting and has made extensive plans for the coming
year.
The most noticeable change in
the musical portions of the
broadcasts is that special times
devoted to particular types of
music, such as the classical hour,
are being eliminated. Instead,
all types of music will be integrated in presentation.
There will be extensive use of
programs, primarily musical in
nature, distributed by the Intercollegiate System, and armed
service musical programs will
also be presented. The popular
"Night Flight" will again be
presented this year.

Research Program Gets NASA Grant
Since last spring, Harding's
Research Department has been
engaged in a comprehensive
study of physical fitness under
a grant provided by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
Under the leadership of Dr.
Harry Olree, director of research, the project will consist
of a series of five experiments.
The first one began last May 1
and was completed this summer.
The project is to be concluded
April 30, 1969.
The purpose of the first experiment was to determine the
kind of activity which would
give the best level of physical
fitness. The present experiment
is concerned with determining
what workload is most profitable. Other experiments will

Workshop Commences:Friday
Dumm Set to Present Lyceum

Study Proposed by SA

and all seven had not planned
yearly programs.
The tiny congregations studying special areas such as Africa,
Europe, South America, or Vietnam could not impress the growing student body with the need
to go and serve. ACT and Mission Study, in contrast, will
bring "all Christians together"
to realize the responsibility to
evangelize.
Two students will lead the
group as co-chairmen. One will

deal with the length and frequency of training sessions
which result in the best physical condition and the level of
training required to maintain
this condition.
Each experiment tests twenty
men who all engage in an
identical exercise program except for the variable which is
being tested by the experiment.
In addition there is a control
group which does not exercise,
but which can be used to compare the progress of the other
groups.
This program will help our
nation's astronauts develop the
the most profitable physical conditioning exercises and may
conceivably be used to keep
them physically fit during prolonged space flights.
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"Closed Circuit"
Last year's "Closed Circuit"
presentation will be slightly altered this year. Dr. Ganus will
still speak one night a week, but
one other night a week will be
devoted to programs presented
by the various departments at
Harding.
KHCA is also planning greater
coverage of the religious scene
at Harding. More talks from
seminar speakers and other
visitors to the campus are planned, and there will be a thirteen week series presented by
the Herald of Truth on subjects
especially relevant to college
students.
KHCA will still use the AP
and closed campus coverage of
news, but the weather forecasts
will be greatly improved by a
direct line to the VORTACK
weather forecasts in Pine Bluff.
This will allow KHCA to get
forecasts for the whole state.
Giant Step
Another giant step forward for
KHCA can be seen in the preparations now being made for
acquiring an FM transmitter
possibly this year. This would
enable the station to apply for
a full FCC broadcasting license
next year.
Robert Eubanks of the speech
department will be working with
Dr. Ulrey as a faculty sponsor
of KHCA. Art Hudkins is the
student director of KHCA.
PETIT JEAN
Deadline for applying for
editor and bu.siness manager
of the 1969 Petit Jean is Saturday, Sept. 23 at noon. A
letter of application should be
submitted to Dr. Joseph E.
Pryor before this deadline.

By Kay Gowen
Robert Dumm, professor of
music at the Boston Conservatory of Music, will present Harding's first Lyceum for the year
on Friday, Sept. 22, at 8:00p.m.
in the auditorium of the Administration Building. At that time
Dumm will present "The Unknown Mozart."
Friday and Saturday, Sept.
22 and 23, Dumm will conduct
the first- piano workshop ever
held on the Harding campus.
Registration for these workshop
sessions begins at 8:30 a.m. each
morning in the Heritage Center.
The first session is from 9: 30
a.m. to 12 noon on Friday morning. Dumm's topics will be
"Mozart's Style", and "The
Piano Teacher as Critic."
Friday afternoon beginning at
1 o'clock a demonstration of the
teaching of several students at
different levels will be conducted. This will be followed
by a session on new and teachable repertory which will be
held from 2 p.m. until 4 p.m.
Saturday morning at 9:30
Dumm will discuss "The Presentation of a New Piece."
An unusual feature of this
workshop will be the Junior
Workshop to be held Saturday
afternoon for students eight
years old and older. Beginning
at 1 p.m. a session will be con-

Stan Green Merits
First All-American
Stan Green, Harding's Art
Director for Publicity and Public
Relations was the recipient of
an All-American rating for his
spring sports brochure from the
National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics last Friday
in chapel.
Green's brochure was rated
sixth in a rating scale of ten. The
brochure serves two basic functions, says Green. It is used in
recruiting prospective athletes
by the coaches and is an information tool that is mailed
to all news media that may possibly report Harding sports
news.
Besides this honor, the University of Houston graduate won
a Certificate of Special Merit
earlier in the year from the
American College Public Relations Association for his work
on the football brochure, the
new catalog and the posters for
the Miracle Worker, a Harding
drama production last spring.

ducted for those 8 to 12 years
old. The workshop for those 12
years and older will begin at
2:30 p.m., followed by another
repertory session of both traditional and modern piano
music.
All workshop sessions will be
held in the American Heritage
Center Auditorium.
In the junior workshop, Dumm
will present musical basics including tempo, rhythm, phrasing, and dynamics and will
show how the students may
make them come to life in their
performances. Parents a n d
guests are invited for observation.
Dumm holds degrees from the
University of Michigan at Ann
Arbor. He and his wife founded
a piano school there in 1958 that
enrolled 350 in classes and private lessons. Since that time,
working from Boston, Dumm
has held piano workshops nationwide and has made many
return engagements.
Dumm has composed and
edited many musical compositions which are published by
Mills and Associates (Schirmer's) in New York and by
Boston Music Company. He had
three of his original pieces cited
in Piano Quarterly in 1965 and
one was among "The Year's
Ten Best."
Harding students and faculty
members are able to attend any
or all of the workshops free of
charge. Tuition for visitors will
be $10 per day. The Junior
Workshop tuition is $2 per person.

'Little Prince' Set
For Little Theatre
The 1967 Little Theatre will
open Sept. 28, with the production of an Antoine de SaintExupery novel, The Little
Prince. The novel has been
adapted for stake by Thomas
Reppart, Harding instructor,
who will also direct the production. The play will be presented
in the Small Auditorium on Sept.
28 and 29 at 7:30 p.m.
The cast for the production
will include Steve Sanderson as
the narrator, Jerry Harrell as
the Little Prince, Hank McDaniel as the king, Mike Wise
as the trippler, John Wilson as
the businessman, Gwen Horton
as the geographer, Chuck Parker
as the snake, and Mary Ann
Peden as the fox. The technical
director for the production will
be Andy Saunders.

Club Officers Workshop Tonight
By Richard Davis
In order to spark interest in
social club projects, and to inspire club officers to be campus
leaders, the Student Association
will direct the annual Club Officers Workshop at the American
Heritage auditorium tonight.
Each year, the SA brings the
officers from each social club
together to discover better ways
to serve club-minded students.
This year's theme, "Improvement," has been set as a background in which to examine two
important, but neglected, aspects of the social club: the religious and the academic roles.
"Clubs fulfill their social and
competitive functions v e r y
well," stated Gailyn Van
Rheenen, SA vice-president, who
is chairman of the '67-'68 workshop. "But the clubs could determine the religious and academic atmosphere to a greater
extent than they do."
With this idea, Van Rheenen

has arranged for Mike Frampton, SA Religious Chairman, and
Roger Lamb, Academic Chairman, to speak to the delegates
during the conference.
A second area demanding improvement is the traditional
social club service project.
"Years ago," explained Van
Rheenen, "each social club had
its own annual project. We want
to revive the aspect of service
in the clubs."
Officers will also find better
ways to plan their meetings and
offer suggestions to improve the
school-club relationship in a
discussion or brainstorm session.
Richard Indermill, Harding
psychology instructor, will also
speak to the workshop members.
"When it's all over," said Van
Rheenen, "we hope to have
stimulated the club officers to
begin a good year and to get
full involvement from their
members."
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From the Editor's Desk:

Phase II

Students Should Examine Ideas

Political Philosophy

Many college students, especially freshmen, are being
bombarded with new ideas, new thoughts, new standards,
such as they have never been before. These ideas are presented in various forms and from various people and come
from several different areas religious, political, and
social.
If the student is not careful he may find bimseH accepting all kinds of ideas witho1,1t any reason. One should
not be surprised to find himself with conflicting ideas on
the same subject. At least he realizes that there are clliferent ideas on various subjects. He sees that there is
usually more than one side to every issue.
Which one should he take? Who is right? UpGn hearing of a new or an unfamiliar idea, the student should not
take the idea to heart without first reasoning regarding the
thought. He should not implant the idea as a guide to his
life without understanding why he has done so.
So many people are the victims of someone else's thinking. Too, the same number are guilty o£ a lack o·f thinking
on their own part. Whether the idea be social, religious, or
political, one has the freedom to reason the idea out, to
study the basis for the idea and to accept the idea if it is
true.
Is It Relevant?
One should ask if the idea is relevant. Many id.eas
would be fine in other circumstances but are really obstacles to clear thinking and to mental growth on the part
of the individuaL So one should study to see if the idea is
applicable. If it is not, then it is of little use to the individuaL
Often, too, people accept ideas, especially political, be~
cause those close to them and before them have believed
them. They have substituted the reasoning of others lor
tihat of their own. Rather than to accept the reasoning ol
othe:r mortal persons, ntan should employ his own faculties
in deciding what ideas are acceptable practical and true.
H~ should reason out and weigh the evidence carefully. Then he should make up his· own mind as to the ideas
he will accept and incorporate into his own life and thinking. Man has the power to reason. Sometimes, granted, he
misuses it, but mostly he fails to use it enough. To think for
himself, to make up his own mind. These are some of the
privileges of the free man.
Own Ideas
No man should take the ideas of others and incorporate
them as his own, if he has not examined the ideas carefully
and studied them. Then he can truthfully say, "I believe,"
and he really does. Otherwise, he cannot say that he has
exercised his right as a human being to accept ideas which
he knows he has proven.

SA Movie Program More Improved
Improvement in the SA Saturday night movies have
come slowly, but alas, or at last, they have come. The SA
is now presenting entertaining movies to the students in
such a manner as to allow the students to view with understanding.
The SA and those individuals responsible should be
commended for their excellent efforts in this gradual process which began many years ago with the purchase of a
new screen. Another development was the purchase of two
new movie projectors to replace the antiquated ones previously in use.
At last the attempt was made, and made successfully,
to up date the movies shown. Students became tired of the
old movies and were quite satisfied when more modern
movies were acquired by the SA movie chairman. Now one
may witness movies with less fear of having seen it before
on the late show.
Certainly it's only a minor problem, but the movies
would be even more entertaining if students would avail
themselves of the common courtesy of considering those
around them before imitating a wide range of barnyard
animals or booing the villian in a suspense-filled, adventure~laden, mystery-shrouded Walt Disney cartoon.
-D.M~

By David Young
"The democratic concept of
government remains a myth and
not a reality when the educational system is inadequate or
the electorate ill-informed. Free
speech is largely a meaningless
abstraction if one has nothing
to say."
Michael Curtis' statement, appearing in the introduction to
his book, The Great Political
Theories, Vol. I, is one of the
reasons he offers for studying
political philosophy.
To the average American citi·
zen, Mr. Curtis is saying that
one ought to study, discuss and
think enough about politics to
formulate a reasonable political
philosophy, for in America, the
educated man is a free man,
and is apt to keep his freedom .
BUT TOO MANY citizens are
afraid of such a challenge.
Political philosophy is made a
thing too complex, too deep and
perhaps too dry. It becomes a
thing "beyond me."
This is a tragic misconception, because with effort, every
intelligent citizen is · capable of
enough comprehension and understanding to construct the
framework of a reasonable outlook toward the political world.
How does one proceed to find
this framework, this philosophy?
First, make it one's own.
Draw from the works and ideas
of great men, study and think
and discuss, but make the political philosophy one accepts his
own.
Second, as suggested earlier, a
reasonable grasp of politics is
within reach of the average individual. One can build for him·
self a simple, but sound framework to use as a criteria for
judgement and base for further
expansion into the world of
politics.
niiRD, ONE SHOULD realize
his limitations. Only a very few
of the people who think themselves such are political experts. Therefore, one should
view differing philosophies with
respect and an open mind, hav·
ing confidence in his own ideas
but without conceit.
Fourth, assertions of absolute
rightness and supreme logic are
sure indications of shallow political thought and background.
True, some things are universal in nature, but even these are
not viewed in the same light by
everyone. Politics is the world
of the relative, not the absolute.
Fifth, few subjects are so con·
troversial and diverse as politics. It follows then, that few
areas of human relations -require such a high degree of
toleration as the area of political thought.
Sixth, one's framework is not
a rigid, all-embracing creed.
Rather, it is a flexible foundation to be used in everyday
political life. It is a point of
reference for numerous and
varied decisions and actions.
AND A POLITICAL philosophy is a changing philosophy.
Each person must find his own

On Judgment Day
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By Steve Hardy
On Judgment Day
God will reduce me
To tears of shame,
Reciting the poems
I would have written
Had my life been good.
The angels will prick me still
more,
Singing beautifully
The songs I could have sung
Had my life been pure.
But, oh1 will torture myself much,
much more,
Berating myself
Not with unwritten poems
Or songs not sung,
But with thoughts
Of her whose life I could have
shared
Had my heart not slept through
life.

philosophy "relative to the
dilemmas of his age," and " the
problems with which his generation is preoccupied."
Precedent, tradition , example
-all the valuable aspects of the
past must be drawn upon, but
today's citizen must respond to
today's problems and conditions.
What is best now may not have
been best for the past, nor will
it necessarily be best for the
future.
And even during one's own
lifetime, his political outlook
may need adjustment. For example, industralization and urbanization are conditions (with
their problems) which are
changing the pace of our times,
and requiring people to adjust
in political and every other

IBM

phase of life.
Finally, even though politics
and religion are man's most
volatile subjects of consideration, they are not entirely inseparable. Christians can hold
quite diverse political opinions.
Certainly where moral ques·
tions of right and wrong enter
politics, Christians should find
themselves in close agreement.
But questions concerning liberal
and conservative, Constitutional
or not and the like cannot be
subjected to evaluation on the
basis of moral right and wrong.
Politics is very much a hu·
man exercise, which is all the
more reason why one should
learn, develop and act in the
political realm as far as his
ability wil ltake him.
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Religious Activities Are Beneficiill
By Lynn McCauley
This past summer a friend of
mine, who had graduated from
Harding in the spring, was
among a group that conducted
a campaign in a large metropolitan area. In a conversation
with him during registration
week, he very candidly stated
that the campaign was the first
time that he had actually experienced the excitement of
Christian commibnent.
Oh, he, like a regrettably
large number of others who are
exposed to a Christian college
environment, had been rather
faithful in attending church services - even on Wednesday
evenings.
FORTUNATELY niROUGH
his participation in a campaign,
he did come to a keener awareness of his responsibility as a
Christian. His awakening serves
not only as a source of encouragement, but as a warning.
At Harding, we have excellent
opportunities for maturing as
Christians. Spiritual enrichment
can come from daily chapel services, Bible classes, Monday
Night Meeting, Lily Pond Devotionals and vespers. Spring
and summer campaigns or Sunday afternoon visitation to the
homes for the aged are just two
of many avenues for service
around us. Naturally, it is impossible to participate in all of
these.
BUT IT SEEMS some of us
never catch the sense of urgency at all in developing our
spiritual natures. Others not
only do not see this need, but
react adversely to the Harding
situation.
Complaints about compulsory
chapel and Bible classes are
quite common. As to whether
they should be compulsory is a
moot point. Ideally, we should
have the desire to attend without the threat of the expense of
drop slips. But we have the regulations.
We also have the chance for
spiritual development. Rather
than "cutting our own noses off

to spite our own faces" in rebellion against the rules, we
should use them to our own advantage. Rebellion for the sake
of rebellion is nothing but immature obstinancy.
Our years at Harding can go in
one of two directions. We can
rebell or just "coast along," or
we can grow up and assume the
responsibilities and priviledges
of Christian men and women.

..

ILettet4---l
On Ray Chester
To the Editor:
Thank you for the feature on
Ray Chester, former minister of
the College Church. Your des·
cription of Mr. Chester's personality and Christian character
was both accurate and informative.
As a member of the Harding
faculty and a friend of Mr.
Chester I too feel a great loss in
his leaving our community. But
more than my personal loss is
that suffered by the hundreds
of students who had come to
depend upon the spiritual stimulation which he gave them in
every sermon.
And the hundreds of new students who never were afforded
the opportunity of hearing him
have perhaps missed the finest
example of relevant and timely
preaching they will ever hear.
With Mr. Chester's sermons the
spiritual level of Harding students reached far beyond that
it has been in the eight years I
have been at Harding.
I should like to hope that that
level will still be sustained and
exceeded this year. Harding
College and its students will be
greater in service and in Christian living for many years to
come because of the influence
of Ray Chester.
Earl Wilcox
Associate Professor of English

',

Lipscomb Site of Eighth Annual Workshop
"Soldiers of Christ Arise" is
the theme of the Eighth Annual
Mission Workshop which will be
held on the campus of David
Lipscomb College, Nashville,
Tenn., Oct. 6-8.
The forum will begin on Friday in Lipscomb's chapel and
will conclude Sunday afternoon.
The three day period will be
spent in intensive study of
evangelism methods that are being employed by Christians on
American college and university campuses, on foreign fields,
in exodus movements and in
inner citv work.
On-the-field missionaries, highly experienced personal work

directors, Bible chair directors,
and college professors in missions will conduct the various
lectures and classes in these
areas. Such men as Dr. Henry
Farrar, a Harding graduate and
presently a medical missionary
in Nigeria, will be featured.
Out of town guests and students will be housed by the college at no cost. Tennessee "dinners on the ground" will be provided by various Nashville congregations as part of the accomodations of the gathering.
It is estimated by Kent Dobbs,
Lipscomb student director, that
expenses in excess of those incurred in travel will not exceed
$15 per person.

TRADITIONALLY
GOOD STYLING ...
UNUSUALLY
GOOD VALUE!
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SA Opens Room
The Student Association recently changed the hours for the
use of the Emerald Room by
students. The room is to be open
on Sunday from 7:15 p.m. until
10:00 p.m. On Monday, the room
will be available from 4:00 p.m.
until 5:30 p.m and then again
from 6:00 p.m. until 10:00 p.m.
Ti.lesdays, the game room will
be open from 4:00 p.m. until
5:30 p.m. and then re-opened at
6:00 p.m. and closed at 10:00
p.m. The room will be open on
Wednesdays from 8:15 until
10:00 p.m. On Thursdays, students may use the facilities from
6:00 p.m. until 10:00 p.m.
Friday evenings the room will
be open from 4:00 p.m. until
5:30 p.m. and from 6:00 p.m.
until 10:00 p.m.
All academy students who live
in the dormitory are allowed to
use the Emerald Room from
4:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. and from
6:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. on the
days when it is open at these
times.

UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED

GANUS STUDENT CENTER exhibits one characteristic of
class officer elections.
- PHoTo eY TERRY
NOTICE TO SENIORS AND
GRADUATE STUDENTS
Those seniors and graduate
students who for any reason did
not register with the Placement
Office on Monday or Ti.lesday
evenings may register Thursday evening, Sept. 21, at 6:30
p.m. in American Studies 114
at a charge of $1.00 or, they
may register during any class
period of Friday, Sept. 22, in
American Studies 111, according
to Mrs. Mildred McCoy, assistant director of placement.

Former Students Win
Barton Scholarships

St.9veA

spoJ:s}JJiJ
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Other details as to travel and
time of departure will be announced as they are worked
out by Robert Eubanks, faculty
advisor, and the Student Association.

F~UIT OF THE LOOM
0~
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Hayes Typewriter
f Searcy. Arkansas
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Three former students of Harding have been awarded Barton
Scholarships at the University
of Arkansas Medical Center in
Little Rock. These were awarded at the opening convocation
of the Med Center this fall.
Carlotta Brown, a senior nursing student; Dwight Boggs, a
junior medical student and
Doyle Kinder, also a junior
medical student were the recipients of the award.

• Love Bright Diamond Rings
The Registered Diamon.ds that Assure you of
P~rmanent Value Always

• Sterling Silver by Gorham, Towle. Wallace
and International
• China by Lenox and Syracuse
• Crystal by Tiffin. Glastonburg
Two Watch Repairmen for the Finest in
Jewelry and Watch Repair

Parrish jewelry

Class Elections ...
(Continued from page 1)
Miss Hawkins, a member of
Regina and a piano major, is
from Oklahoma City, Okla.
Junior Secretary i
Dee Gregory and Drew Fuller
were the two candidates for
seeretary of the junior class.
Miss Gregory is a member of
KKK social club. She is a premedical technology student from
Lorenzo, Tex. Fuller, a member
of Mohican social club is a
music education major from
Shreveport, La.
Trying for sophomore class
president were Jimmy Carr and
Roy Drewett. Carr is a predentistry student from Tallahassee, Fla. He is a member of
Galaxy social club. Drewett is
a Bible major from Port Arthur,
Tex. He transferred from Lamar
Tech.
David Storey, David Roll, Rod
Brewer and Karyn Kendrick
were all in the race for vicepresident of the sophomore
class. Storey is a biology major
from Senath, Mo. He is a member of Mohican social club. Roll
is a TNT chemistry major from
Kansas City, Kans.
Brewer, an English major, is
a member of Galaxy and hails
from Memphis, Tenn. Miss Kendrick is a Phi Delta social club
member from Marlin, Tex. She
is a pre-nursing student.
Finishing out the ballot were
Marsha Murphy and Ethelle
Vick. Miss Murphy is an English major f r o m Springfield, Mo. She is a member of
Regina social club. Miss Vick
is a Valdosta, Ga. physical education major and a member
of Delta Chi Omega social club.
Freshman class elections will
be held Wednesday, Sept. 27.

112 N. Spring
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· These Fruit of the Loom
sport shirts sum up all that's
truly traditional- slim, tapered tailoring, subtly
fiared"bl,1tton-down collar, placket front and
pleat back. In tailored permanent press
oxford solids that distinctly NEED NO IRONING.
Choose now from our complete assortment

of rich Fall colors. Sizes S, M, L.

$2!~ 3 for $895
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Lyceums for Year
The following Lyceums have
been scheduled for performance
on the Harding stage during the
coming school year.
On Oct. 27 and 28, Franz
Polgar, a hypnotist will appear;
the New Orleans Symphony will
present a concert on Nov 15
and 16 . On Nov. 24 and 25, the
Department of Speecn will present "Giddeon." A spedal program will be presented Nov. 21
and 22 for the Lectureship
guests.
Dee. 13, the National Players
will perform the "Lute Song"
on the H;arcling stage. The first
Lyceum performance next year
will be the Arkansas Intercollegiate Band Concert on two
successive weekends, Feb. 10
and 17. On March 8 and 9, Les
Chanteurs de Paris will present
a choral program.
April 5 and 6 are the dates
set for Henry L. Scott, pianist
and humorist to appear. Three
more productions are to be presented by the speech and music
departments during the year.
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Student Association Gave Service
the Earth Stood Still, on Saturday night was yet another getacquainted project by Roy
Terry, movie program chairman.
The new directory will be
another vital SA service, and

When you arrived on campus,
did you ask for help at the information booth? Did you go to
one of the five mixers for new
students? Or did you order a
student directory or attend a
lily-pond devotional?
If you did, you benefited from
the pre-school work behind-thescenes of the Harding Student
Association. To make the first
few days of a d j u s t m e n t
smoother for the freshmen and
transfer students, the SA, under
the direction of president Mike
O'Neal, planned to help new
students become more acquainted with their classmates
and with their campus.
Gailyn Van Rheenen, SA vicepresident, first took charge of
the information booth, where befuddled students and their parents wandered for help and
directions. In addition, David
Jones, special projects chairman
for the SA, worked long hours
to organize a crew of bell-hops
to tote luggage for tired newcomers. Students who arrived in
White County by bus or train
called on the SA to haul them
from the terminals by car.
After their arrival, the students could meet new friends in
one of the freshman or transfer
"mixer" parties, with food and
entertainment provided by the
SA. Showing the film, The Day

this year is the first time that
the directory has been made
available on such a large scale.
The final event of the big
opening week was a watermelon
party, planned by David Young,
treasurer for the SA.

Wednesday thru Saturday
9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

First Security

AUTO

Bank

clothes rack

~~*

w.
Let Us Serve You

Bank Security First
CH 5-5831

~
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Spans width of car- holds entire wardrobe ... Ideal for
closets, motels and homes ... Telescopes into small package when not in use ... No tools required-simply hangs
over. car hooks ••. Made of heavy gauge steel tubingbrightly plated •.. Ends are slotted for firm fit over car
hooks-designed to eliminate swinging ... Hangs clothes
high i,n car.

67¢

Gibson's
Discount
Price

List Price $1.57

11 0 lbs. BARBELL SET
Complete with Dumbell Bars

MY NAME'S
MAURICE

Retail Price $29.95

and I'm

eager to
serve you at

Gibson's$14
Di~count
Pr1ce
•

88

MEN'S IVY CASUALS
Permanent Crease
Large Range of Colors

home of the

$6.00 Value

Gibson's

Di~count

$3

Pr1ce

•

77

LADIES SKIRTS

BRAND

50% auril-rayon

50% cotton

Sizes 10-18

$5.00 Value

Gibson's

Di~count

Pr1ce
Get all the power your car should
deliver with Finest Quality Premium
and Regular. None Better, anywhere.

Deep Rock's complete line of motor
oils are perfect companions to all.
gasolines. We have the oil that's
right for your car.

•

Permanent Press
Wide Selection of Colors and Prints

MOON'S DEEP ROCK
CH 5-9642
PRODUCTS

Sizes Small, Medium and Large

BY@

Gibson's

Di~count

$5.00 Value

•

$2 77

MEN'S SPORT SHIRTS

MAKE A NOTE OF MY PHONE NUMBER
••• WOULD APPRECIATE HEARING YOUR VOICE.

923 E. Race

"

by Tanbro

Pr1ce

$3 27
•
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Charles M. White Cafeteria,
Too Big for Hansel and Gretel
By Ann Camp
Hansel and Gretel would have
never been enticed into the
Gingerbread House if they had
known about the hot oven waiting. And if they could see the
size of the three ovens in the
Charles M. White Dining Hall,
they'd never set a wooden shoe
in the door.
Two large bake ovens and a
large rotating oven transform
raw materials into breakfast,
lunch and supper for over 600
students.
The American Heritage Cafeteria is entering its third September of operation. In its short
period of operation, the cafeteria has already earned recognition for its excellence. Bill
Curry, manager of the cafeteria, received a plaque from
Food Service Magazine giving
the cafeteria a Golden Laurel
Award for "outstanding electromation systems and kitchen design . . . to provide automatic
food control, highest sanitation

standards and superior service."
Curry Experienced
Curry has been in the cafeteria business for 25 years,
working at Morrison's Cafeteria
in Savannah, Ga., Britling's in
Birmingham and A & G in New
Orleans. His main job as manager includes overseeing the
general operation of the cafeteria and buying the food.
Last week he and Mrs. Corinne
Hart, Pattie Cobb manager,
bought three train-car loads of
green beans. They think nothing
of ordering like amounts of
corn, peas and other staples.
In the stainless steel jungle,
head chef Fred Blanton reigns
over two cooks and the rest of
the kitchen staff. He supervises
the preparation, tasting and
cooking of the food.
Assistant Rogers
Assistant manager J. E.
Rogers serves as an effective
middle man to keep things running smoothly with the 36 fulltime employees.

~mitk-Vuu9/w.n
Hardware -

Furniture -

Housewares -

Gifts

Quick Monogram Service
FREE PARKING
CH 5-4611

311 East Race
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CHEF FRED BLANTON uses one of the modern baking ovens in the Heritage Kitchen. Blanton
- PHoTo aY TERRY
was formerly a chef in New Orleans.
Both Curry and Rogers commended the students and faculty
for their co-operation. However,
Curry also commented "I don't
see how the students eat here
three meals a day, seven days
a week." The ·manager wasn't
deriding the quality of his cafeteria's food, only the fact that
anyone can become tired of the
same food over a period of
time.
Students are quickly finding
out that their opinion does matter, as sandwiches and candy
bars are now offered along with
the hot meals.
JU GO JU

Bill Harris

Besides the large task of
feeding 600 hungry college students, the cafeteria caters to
any size banquet, from a small
club initiation banquet to the
630 member presidential inauguration.
The best testimony to the food
and its production is the manager himself. After the noon rush
is over, he is often seen carrying a tray of "Hermitage food"
to a table, consuming it and
pushing the plate back with a
satisfied look on his face.

The Ju Go Ju social club recently held their first meeting
in the apartment of club sponsor, Mrs. Cliff Sharp. This semester's officers are Marcia
Marks, president; Judy Parsons,
vice president and Gloria Page,
secretary - treasurer. N e w 1 y
elected club beaux for the
school year are Ronnie Killen
and Dick Walker.

Newly elected officers of
Galaxy social club are: Bill
Howard, president; Ron Rubio,
vice-president; Rod Brewer,
secretary; Eddie McClellan,
treasurer ; Bill Trickey, sports
director ; and Charles DeVaney,
scribe.
Lynn Rolen will be Galaxy's
club queen for the school year.
Dr. Bryce Roberson and Dean
of Men Carl Allison serve as
club sponsors.

Your Professional Life Insurance Consultant
Who Specializes in the

.. Preferred Estate Master"' Plan
For College Seniors and Graduate
Students . of Harding College

Office: 1206 E. Race, Searcy, Arkansas
Business Phone CH 5-4766; Resident Phone CH 5-4338
Member Harding College Booster Club
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GA-LAXY

It Will Pay You To
Get Acquainted With

*

SHOP IN MODERN CONVENIENCE

Radio & Television Servicenter
COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS
FURNITURE - APPLIANCES
"Arkansas' Most Dependable Radio and TV Service"
1201 EAST RACE
CH 5-2893

SNEA Group Has
200-plus Members
This year's program of the
Student National Education Association (SNEA), now composed of over 200 members, is
of intereSt to those who wish to
work in the educational world.
The Student NEA has plans
for a chapel program to be presented Oct 10. Forrest Rozzell,
Executive Secretary of the Arkansas Education Association
(AEA) will be guest speaker for
the meeting on Oct. 12. Dr. L.A.
Davis, President of AM&N college will be the guest speaker
on March 14. Dr. Davis was the
banquet speaker last year.
Serving this year as officers
of the Harding Chapter of the
Student NEA are: Tom Howard,
president; Sally Cook, vice--president; Jan Houser, secretary;
Darreld Ailes, treas.; Richard
Runions, reporter; Do.nna Duer,
historian; and Nancy Ham,
public relations. The sponsor
is Mrs. Maude Montgomery.
At the State Convention near
the end of last year Roger
Lamb, a junior from Jacksonville, Ark., was elected President of the Arkansas Student
Education Association. The Association is composed of all high
school FTA members and all
college Student NEA members.
Lamb will preside at the State
Convention which will be held
this spring on the Harding campus.
GATA

Elliott Arnholt's Men's Wear
South Side of the Square- Searcy
Welcome Harding Students

The GATA social club met for
their first meeting of the year,
Monday night, Sept. 11, in the
American Heritage Snack Bar
where a party was given in
honor of Bill Howard, new club
beau.
New officers elected at the
meeting are Sally Cook, president; Jane Wade, Vice-president; Terry Reid, secretary;
Ginny Pa rlezana, treasurer, and
Helen Howell, reporter.

Come in - We want to meet you. Sign up
for the following free gifts to be given away
to some Harding Student - Girl or Boy College or Academy ..• on Sept. 23.
$30.00 His and Her Matched' Sweater Set
$ 6.00 Tapered Shapley or Manhattan Shirt

SCHOOL SPECIAL
I00 White Perm Press BVD Dress Shirts
Button Down . • • Long Sleeve
Rec.J. $5.00 now 2 for $4.88

car insurance buyfamous low rates
and top service.
Contact me today!
VERNO·N ROGERS
CH 5-2920

402 N. Spruce

STATE FARM
Mutu11 Automobile l ~t~uranct Coi'IIPMIY

llollll OffiCII llloallln&Wa, llllllola

..
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This Side
BY DAVID CROUCH
Intramural Sports Editor

Since school has just begun and the fall intramural
program has not gotten into full swing, we thought we
would take a look into our crystal ball and pick the winners in the flag football and softball races.
First, let us look at the softball races. In the American League, the Twins look like the team
to beat. With two hard-throwing pitchers, John Tucker and
junior transfer Wes Harrison,
and a tight infield the opposition may find it difficult to score
many runs against the Twins.
. . .
.
. Fmlsh~ng close behmd, the In
d1ans ~ill ~ake a ru?, for. the
~hampmnsh1p, but Twm ~ Pltc~mg should keep the Indians m
second place.
TilE NATIONAL LEAGUE
race should see a close battle
with the Cards edging out the
Braves f<;>r the league title. Th~
Cards Will rely on the exper1enced battery of Roger Glasgow
and Allan Eldridge and a steadily improving defense to pull
them through their eight game
schedule.
The Braves have a well balanced attack, but they must wait
until mid-season before they

- . - - - -- - - - - - - Will get a chance to stop the
Cards ..
. Turnmg our crystal ball to
1ts football cha~~el we see an
even more exc1tmg season for
the rag-tag_ plaY_ers.
An ~mazmg e1ghty ga_me sch;
dule IS planned for th1s year s
competition. The schedule will
match each of the thirteen
teams against all the teams in
both conferences. An additional
treat is in store this year as the
faculty has entered a team in
the competion.
WE PICK THE REDSKINS
to dominate the action in the
Eastern Conference. Using the
many talents of Donnie Cox,
Kent Smith's speed, and strong
line play by Ken Burrow the
Redskins should prove too milch
for their opponents.
In the Western Conference the
championship should be decided
between the Packers and the
Lions. Both teams have experi-

College Bowl Gets Modern Set-up
By Ronn Reeve
How would you like to bowl
on the most modernly equipped
lanes in the South? It may surprise you to know that such a
place belongs to Harding and
that you may even take dates
there.
After one year of operating
the old College Bowl with its
original equipment leased from
Brunswick, Inc., the school's
directors were faced with a decision. They could either renew
the lease at an increased fee or
buy new equipment. The latter
was eventually agreed upon, but
only after a period of serious
debate and some hard bargaining.
Brunswick made an attractive
offer, and Harding assumed an
obligation in excess of $100,000
with favorable terms. The bowling center is now a permanent
auxiliary enterprise of the college.
A-2 Machines
Harding was fortunate in getting the very latest in equip-

ment. Brunswick installed their
ultra-modern A - 2 machines.
These feature such bowler-aids
as pin lights to indicate the
number of pins left standing
after the first ball and armorplated playing surfaces and
kick-back.
Also installed were new underlane ball returns which
actually send the ball back at
60 mph, and which greatly improve bowlers' concentration.
The new equipment operates
very efficiently and at a 30%
faster rate than the old machines, thus adding to the enjoyment of the game of bowling.
A bright new interior greets
customers now along with a
pleasant new sound. All the
furniture received a paint job,
and the walls were attractively
redone. A new stereo sound system provides _pleasant continu-

ous music for bowlers' enjoyment.
Lanes Improved
More important for the serious bowler, the lanes have been
completely resurfaced and refinished providing a true tournament condition. A new machine
which conditions the lanes and
keeps them consistent will soon
be in operation. This should add
pins to scores as the lanes are
broken in. New shoes and new
house balls will be added in the
near future.
Hours are from 9 a.m. until
closing Monday through Saturday and from 2 p.m. until closing on Sunday. Student rates of
$.40 per game and $.15 for shoe
rental are in effect any day before 5 p.m. Open lanes are available most of the time, or bowlers
may call for reservations.

Cothern's
Men's
Store

enced players, but from our
vantage point the Lions hold a
slight lead over the Packers.
Leading . the Lions will be J.
Ray Toland and Joe Reasons,
while the Packers will counter
with the duo of David Martin
and Richard Beck.

Casual Slacks By Farah, H.I.S. and Levi

-ARRO~

BECTON OXFORD
PERMA·IRON

CH 5-6555

800 E. Park

.

The perfect button-down. The collar
is just the right length for that
perfect roll. And it's permanently
ironed to last the life of the shirt..
..Sanforized Plus" 65% Dacron•
polyester, 85% cotton

Welcome l-larding Students
Come in and Check Our Low Prices
Super Taste
Bacon

s1.19

12 oz. pkg.
Super Taste
Franks

39c

2 lbs.

2 oz.
Hi Brand
Cubed Steak each

300 Count
Note Book
Filler Paper

Golden
Ripe
Bananas

lroninCJ Board
Pad and Cover
Set
14 oz.
French Touch
Hair Spray

10c
,
...
49c

Seal Sweet
Frozen Orange Juice

WE HAVE THE BISON
TIE TAC

lb.lOc

Proceeds from these tie toes go to help the
Booster Club finance flying the football
team to Maryville, Tenn.

69c 1 I
..
59c
121f2C I I

49c
..

and British Sterling Toiletries

No Iron Dress and Sport Shirts
B. D. Collar Starts at $4.00

I I
I

3 lb. Can Jewel
Shortening

We Feature- Jade East, English Leather

49cl

Gold Cup Sox's

I

I

202 N. Spring

CH 5-3053
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Brain, Brawn Bountiful
By Jean Flippin
"All brawn and no brains,"
a maxim coined to describe the
typical athlete, finds little relevance at Harding where lettermen prove their worth in the
classroom as well as on the
competitive field.
In the nine years since the
college became a member of the
Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference, Bisons have won six AIC
Scholar-Athlete awards. There
are ten competing schools in the
AIC.
This honor annually goes to
the graduating senior who has
achieved the highest cumulative

Pick
a
page
from any magazine
showing a color
you want
•.• bring it to us!
We can harmonize or comple-

•

ment any color perfectly for
your rooms.
Or bring us a swatch of
fabric, a bit of wallpaperanything. This is all we need
to give you the right paint
color. Our modem Custom
Color Trends tinting machine
will mix your personalized
color in less than a minute.
And we have a type of paint
for every need.
Come in today!

grade point average while earning at least two athletic letters.
All six of Harding's honorees
have completed further postgraduate work.
Hightower
Joe Hightower, a baseball letterman with a 3.88 average, was Harding's initial winner in 1959. He has since completed the Ph.D. in both chemistry and physical chemistry and
is now teaching at Rice University.
Next came Gerald Casey in
1961, who carried a double major
in English and physical education, lettering in basketball and
baseball. His average was 3.54;
he subsequently earned the
M.A.T. and now teaches in Delaware.
A drought of two years was
ended by Jimmie Lawson in
1964, who lettered in track and
cross-country. He compiled a
3.95 as a mathematics major.
Lawson received the Ph.D.
this year and is on the faculty
of the University of Tennessee.
His award began a string of consecutive Harding t r i u m p h s
which has not yet been broken.
Lanny Casey
Lanny Casey, a letterman in
track and cross-country, was the
1965 winner with a double major in chemistry and mathematics. His grade average was
3.84; Casey is currently working toward the Ph.D. at
Louisiana State University.
A bowling letterman, Dennis
Organ achieved a 3.92 over-all
grade average to net the award

GARRISON
JEWELERS

•

1n

Bisons

in 1966. His major was mathematics, and he has since completed the M.A. and has joined
the Harding faculty.
Mike Plummer, the most recent honoree, lettered four years
each in baseball and football.
He carried a biology major and
earned a 3.28 mark. Plummer
is now working on his Ph.D. at
Utah State University.
These six display significant
honors in addition to their athletic and AIC awards. Five were
members of Alpha Chi, five were
named to Who's Who, and five
recived graduate fellowships to
facilitate their academic pursuits.
Harding athletes are indeed
well known, both on the state
and national level, for their
academic excellence. Already
they dominate several AIC
sports, and perhaps the time is
not far off when they are as
famous athletically as they now
are intellectually.
Just a bit more "brawn"
should accomplish a lot.

Baseball Practice
The Harding intercollegiate
baseball team began fall practice last Monday, Sept. 11. Forty
prospective team members appeared for the initial practice.
Coach Carl Allison reports
that the team will work out on
Monday, Tuesday and Thursday
of each week for about six
weeks. The sessions last approximately 1% hours each and
consist of hitting, fielding and
running exercises. Allison says
that most of the boys are new
with only 15-18 boys returning
from last year.
It is hoped that some fall
practice games can be scheduled with other schools.

*
• China

*

Alter All ...
At practically every institute of higher learning, you'll
hear the age-old argument of too much emphasis being
given to athletics and not enough to the academic side of
college.
"After all," the more vocal protestors assert, "why
are we here in the first place: to get an education or to
play a football game?''
THE ANSWER, of course, is
obvious. And, considering the to be applied to the All-Sports
fact that Harding has won the Trophy total figure. The runnerAIC Scholar-Athlete award for up school can receive seven, or
six of the last nine years, it ap- five, and third place a correspears that this institution has ponding number. Should a school
done a pretty fair job of com- place two in the top three, it
bining the two.
would only get the points for
Yet, if in the eyes of the lay- the highest place.
man the earning of grades is so
The natural reaction to such
important, why is it not just as a proposal, since the originator
important to the governing is Harding, may be a protest
fathers of the AIC? Why isn't it against favoritism. Since Harrewarded with something more ding has won the award more
than vocal recognition and a
than half the time, critics might
name on a plaque?
assume this to be the reason
It seems to this writer that for the proposal.
something more is called for.
Not so. We merely feel that
We think that the school from such matters should be placed
which the Scholar-Athlete is in their proper perspective. If a
chosen should receive compen- team wins, it nets 10 points; if
sation equal to a team cham- one of its members excels as
pionship in one of the nine well in the school room, he is
sports.
entitled to a similar reward.
After all, why are we here
WE SUGGEST that the winin the first place?
ning school be awarded 10 points

Flag Football Began Monday
Footballs filled the air Monday as the initial games of the
intramural rag-tag season were
played
In the only afternoon game the
Cardinals beat the Bears 10-6.
After a scoreless first half both

- a SERVICE Station
- not a Filling Station

Gifts of

All Kinds

*
SOUTHWEST CORNER OF
COURT SQUARE

319 N. Spruce

CH 5-9726

1300 E. Race
Searcy

Laundry & Dry Cleaners
t

2 for

.60

SHIRTS .......... ... ........ .. .......... .. ...... ...... .... ........... 2 for

.60

SUITS ... ...... .. .. .. ... .. ....... ...... .................. ...... ......... 2 for 1.25

Highway 67

offenses began to roll over the
defensive units. The margin of
victory was provided by a two
point conversion and a safety
plus a last minute goal line
interception by the Cardinal defense.
John Kerby directed the Colts'
attack as they rolled by the
Browns 19-6. The Colts built up
a thirteen point lead after two
quarters of play and then added
another touchdown early in the
third period. The Browns' only
six-pointer came on a five yard
scoring toss to Jim Bridges with
three and a half minutes remaining in the game.
The night's final action saw
the Cowboys take an early eight
point lead only to see the Lions
come storming back in the final
two minutes of the third overtime period, winning the game
14-8.
The Lions' first touchdown
came on a pass from J ·. Ray
Toland to Mike O'Kelley with
Joe Reasons adding the two
point conversion. The final score
came ori a pass from Toland to
Benny Baker.
The remainder of this week's
action will be played on Wednesday and Friday nights.

Juniors Win In
Class Softball

Rand's Poly Clean

TROUSERS

7

By JEAN FLIPPIN
Sports Editor

GULF

• Sterling

*

THE FLIP SIDE

Bob Davis

• Diamonds
• Crystal
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Next to '"The Pit'" Drive Inn

Intramural action for the fall
semester got under way last
week with the playing of the
class softball tournament and
history repeated itself as the
pitchers again dominated play.
The initial game saw Roger
Glasgow limit the Sophomore
team to six hits as the Junior
team routed the Sophomores
21-7. Later in the week Glasgow
again showed his form by allowing the Seniors only four
hits as the Juniors had an easy
time in posting their 15-4 win.
The Faculty's pitcher, Allen
lsom, hurled a five hitter and
with the help of his team-mates
the Faculty eliminated the
Freshmen 13-1.
The championship contest pitted Isom against juniors Wes
Harrison and Glasgow. Harrison and Glasgow allowed the
Faculty only five hits while the
Junior sluggers were collecting
nine hits and thirteen runs off
Isom. The final score in the
final contest was 13-7 with the
Junior class claiming the championship.

o I
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AIC Opens as Bisons Meet SSC
By Jean Flippin
Harding's Bisons, still looking for the first win of the 1967
football campaign, open conference play here Saturday night
against the Southern State College Muleriders.
sse scored an easy 25-7 triumph over Livingston College
last week, while Harding took the
short end of a 25-14 score from
the University of Missouri at
R o II a. Both were season
openers.
Harding's strength lies in its
defense, which held UMR to
234 yards. Strengthened this
year by freshmen new comers,
the defense was second best in
the AIC in 1966.
SSC Offense
In contrast, SSC possesses one
of the most potent offenses in
the league. Stanley May, third
best passer in the AIC as a

fullback Charles Jones, accounted for all the Bisons' scores.
OBU Too
Another h o m e conference
game follows the sse clash on
Sept. 30, with Harding taking on
Ouachita Baptist University. The
game is the focal point of Dad's
Day activities on campus.
Ouachita, though losing to
Harding last year 6-0, shared in
the AIC football championship
by winning its last five games.
It extended the streak in its first
encounter this year by defeating Southeast Oklahoma, 19-13.
Sophomore Bobby Crouch is
proving himself an able replacement for All-AIC quarterback
Jim Jordan; Crouch passed for
91 yards in the hard-fought victory.
Harding plays four conference
games without a letup. Chosen
by pre-season pools as a darkhorse in the 1967 AIC race, the
Bisons will have much at stake
in these next four encounters.

sophomore, leads the attack.
His favorite target is senior
Travis Giles, a two-time All-AIC
first team choice at the tight
end spot.
Last year the Bisons won a
decisive 35-13 victory over the
Muleriders to open the conference season. All told, the series
stands at three victories for
Harding to five for SSC.
Though the contest shapes up
as a strong offense versus a
strong defense, Harding's offense is not to be counted out.
It racked up 308 total yards last
week and showed considerable
strength against a much-improved Rolla team.
Veteran Don Dixon and sophomore Jerry Copeland passed
for 126 yards, mostly to end
James Street and halfback Ken
Glass. The running attack,
spearheaded by two-time AllAIC halfback Jim Howard and

Cross-Country Team Splits;
Enters First Season Meets
By Larry Headley
Harding's AIC Championship
cross-country team splits up this
weekend to take on tough Eastem Illinois and Southeast Missouri at Cape Girardeau. Meanwhile, the junior varsity will
meet Arkansas Tech at Russellville for a dual meet.
Both teams have been working hard to continue the winning
tradition enjoyed in years past.
It has not been unusual for
both teams to score victories
and yet be miles apart at different meets.
A little stiffer competition is
expected from Eastern Illinois
and S.E. Missouri. S. E. Missouri always has a good group
of runners, while East Illinois
finished 15th against Harding in
the national meet last year.
Harding finished 17th in the
same meet eight points behind.
Coach Virgil Lawyer, looking
for a little revenge, can well
expect it as he has his best
team ever.
Although the boys have not
been chosen to make up the
position on the two teams, Law-

Softball Games
Only four games were played
in the intramural softball leagues last week due to the wet
playing field.
Ron Milligan and Roger Lowry
collected four of their team's
five hits as the Dodgers defeated the Tigers 8-3. The Twins
used base-on-balls and errors
to beat the Braves 8-3.
Terry Cruce had two hits for
four times at bat and the entire Giants team collected nine
hits as they rolled past the
Yanks. In the final game the
Cards built up an early lead and
held off a late inning rally to
squeeze by the Indians 11-9.
Three of the four winning
teams were in the National
League and hopefully t h i s
week's play should see the
American League teams get on
the winning path.

yer has many boys that can do
the job. Not counting front runners Joe Boyle or Jim Crawford, Lawyer can pick from six
boys close in times.
Team of Five
A team is usually made up
of the five fastest runners plus
two others who do not count
in the score but help to push the
others. A four mile race is then
run, the places are then added
up and the team with the lowest
score wins.
Along with Boyle and Crawford, Lawyer counts on team
depth and strength in the form
of freshman Herb Bentancourt,
senior Ken Ellingwood, sophomore Craig Kesterson and
juniors Dick Shenfeld and John
Thompson.

Club Play Begins
By David Crouch
Two rounds of club softball
have been completed with TAG
winning two games in the large
club division and Kappa Sigma
winning two in the small club
circuit.
In first round play TAG's
Dale Allison allowed the sailors
of Sub-T only four hits as TAG
posted its initial 7-5 victory.
Later in the week TAG edged
past the defending large club
champions, TNT, by the score
of 6-4. This week's action will
see TAG play the winner of the
Galaxy-Mohican contest in a
semi-final match.
Rounding out the large club
a c t i o n. Mohicans collected
eleven hits en route to their 17-7
victory over APK. David Jones
went three for three at the
plate as he led Galaxy in their
21-9 romp of Sigma Tau.
Kappa Sigma pounded out
eleven hits and limited the Fraters to just five hits as they
won their first game 15-4. In
Saturday's play, bases-on-ball
and timely hitting enabled the
Kappa Sigs to post their second
victory with a 10-2 triumph over
a strong Chi Sig team. ,
Johnny Beck, Dale Work, Jim
Brown and Sam Hester hit home
runs to power Beta Phi to a 227 rout of the Lambda Sigma
team. Later in the week John
Tucker silenced the bats of the
Beta Phi team allowing only two
hits and recording eight strikeouts as Koinonia topped Beta
Phi 9-2.
Action in small club play will
see Kappa Sigma meet Koinonia
in what could prove to be the
best contest in this week's play.

SENIOR JIM DAVIS gives advice to Bison football team before
the trip to Rolla. The Bisons lost the gan1e 25-14. -PHoTo BY TERRY

Bisons Lose Season Opener;
Rolla Triumphs in the Rain
By Ron Killen
Last Saturday afternoon the
Miners of the University of Missouri at Rolla cracked the Harding defense with a tricky draw
play and a fast-hitting kickoff
return to defeat the Bisons 2514 in Rolla.
The Miners' first touchdown
came on the draw play with
only three minutes gone. Quarterback Ron Miller faded back
as if to pass but instead slipped
the ball to fullback Bob Nicodemus who scampered through
a wide hole in the line and raced
45 yards for the TD. David
Harris kicked the extra point.
The Bisons then started a
drive that looked like it might
even things up. They moved 48
yards from their 26 in 10 plays,
including a 21-yard pass from
Dixon to Street. However, the
Bisons got stuck on the 26, and
Street's field goal try was off
to the left.
Early in the second quarter
the Miners marched 90 yards to
a TD in 13 plays. The scoring
play was a 15-yard pass from
Miller to David Pfefferkorn.
The second half started as fast
as the first. Pfefferkorn took the
kickoff on the five and went all
the way through a patch cleared
by a v-shaped wedge of Rolla
blockers.

The final Rolla score can1e
three minutes later when Nicodemus concluded a 65-yard drive
with a nine-yard scoring run on
the draw play.
In the final quarter the Bisons
staged a two-minute, 14-point
rally that almost got them back
in the game. The Bisons rolled
70 yards to a touchdown in nine
plays, including a 37-yard pass
from Jerry C o p e I a n d to
Street. Jimmy Howard got the
score on a two-yard run.
Street's PAT kick was no
good, but a penalty gave the
Bisons another chance. This
time Don Dixon sneaked it over
for two points under NCAA
rules.
On the kickoff the Bisons recovered a Miner fumble on the
23 and were ready to go again.
Howard moved the ball to the
one in four straight carries.
Fullback Charles Jones then
blasted through for the score
that made it 25-14.
The Bisons had 19 first downs
to 18 for Rolla and led in rushing 190 yards to 153 and in passing 126 to 71. Harding was penalized nine times for 148 yards
and Rolla eight times for 53
yards. The Miners got six of
their first downs on Harding
penalties.

COLLEGE BOWL
SEARCY, ARKANSAS

2202 E. Race

CH 5-2242

• Open Lanes Most of the Time
• Call for Reservation
• Approved for Off C~mpus Dating
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BATTER DAVID MARTIN swings as third-baseman Mike Lawyer and runner Jerry Thomas spring into action in Sub-T, TAG
gan1e.
- PHOTO BY TERRY
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The Best in Shoes
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MR. AND MRS. JIM THOMPSON
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Harding Students
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THOMPSON'S SHOES

Everything in Your Barber Needs
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Wyatt's Barber
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Dean Poole

Jim Wyatt
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Razor Cuts - $3.00
Hair Styling - $4.50
I 18 W. Race
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